Tm; wAKE FOREST LIBRARY, 1928-1975: AN OVERVIEW
by
Carlton P. West
When I first saw the Wake Forest College Library in September 1928, it
was very much a small library for a small college.

Serving a student body nlim-

bering about 700, it contained 38,919 volumes and subscribed to 158 magazines
and newspapers.

The card catalog consisted of forty-five trays. There were

four people on the regular staff, and these were assisted by eight students.
The total annual budget for the Library for 1928-1929 was $7,199.02. The entire
library occupied less space than what is found on one floor of the present
Z. Smith Reynolds Library building.
It is remarkable, considering the severe depression and World War II
that the Library should have developed as much as it did during the period from

1928 to 1946, when I became Librarian. By the time I took the post the collection had grown to 68,913 volumes, and now there were 208 periodicals received
by subscription and 211 by gift. This relationship between subscriptions and
gifts may seem odd; it is explained by the fact that the Southern Association
was at one point sharply critical of the lack of periodicals. The result was
a scramble to locate free materials.

The Library budget had risen to ~12,890,

but only one staff member had been added.
Although the Library had developed, in terms of budget suppor~ and size
of collection, almost at what was considered at the time a normal rate, the
general character and use of the collection had not changed appreciably between

1928 and 1946. In many respects the South was approaching the end of an era,
but it had not quite reached the terminus.

Faculties of Southern colleges,

especially the smaller liberal arts colleges, still contained gentlemen professors, many of whom were not research minded and who were not subjected to
mpdern academic pressures.

In some cases at Wake Forest the acquisition of

specialized scholarly materials was actually resisted.

There were other faculty
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members, and I dare not guess how many, who believed during the depression that
if Library funds were not spent, more would be available for salaries.
It is difficult at this point to continue without creating the immodest
impression that a new day dawned when I became Librarian.

And yet, in a sense,

it did. Although on the threshold of middle age, I was fresh from library
school with a bright-eyed
prove salaries.

determination

Accordingly,

that of the preceding year.

to strenthen the collection and to im-

my budget proposal for 1947-1948 was nearly twice

Even though totalling only about $30,000, it horri-

fied the Bursar's Office but was ultimately approved.

In this process I enjoyed

a greater degree of independence than my predecessor, because she was somewhat
intimidated by the Bursar, who was her brother-in-law. I also had a firmer
position in working with the Library Committee. My predecessor, although having
made notable

contributions with very slender means and was essentially well

educated, actually had no college degree, consequently the Library Committee
had exercised very close supervision.

For instance, general purchases from the

book fund were approved title by title.
During the span of my official association with the Library great progress has been evident, both quantitatively and qualitatively.

Quantitative

progress has followed a general pattern of a succession of sharp rises between
which there were years in which only modest increases in funds were appropriated.

Apart from whatever improvements I was able to make as I began my admini-

stration, such a rise occurred between 1956 and 1959, when funds increased
about 30 per cent to meet the demands of operating in a much larger new building and for service to an expanded faculty and student body.

More dramatic

was the rise between 1965 and 1967, when the Library began to enjoy the additional income, now $140,000 annually, from properties donated by the Mary
Reynolds Babcock Foundation and gifts from Mrs. Nancy Reynolds. Whether the
Library will now for a while rest on a plateau is yet to be seen; increases in
funds have now become modest, although, from a negative view, even to hold the
line is some advance as compared to the experience of many other institutions.
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I have, then, during my total Wake Forest experience seen what is now the
Z. Smith Reynolds Library develop from a collection of 38,919 volumes in 1929
with a budget of $7,200 to a collection of 455,546 volumes as of April 1975 and
with a budget of $930,970 for 1974-1975.
Qualitative improvements, although not so easily measureable, have been
no less apparent.

The considerable enlargement of the faculty which has taken

place since the move to Winston-Salem has brought in an unusual number of
younger teachers, more research oriented and demanding a collection of wider
scope and greater depth. An extreme example may be found in the Russian, Japanese, Czechoslovakian and other mathematical journals now in the Library; the
time was when a former member of the Mathematics Department told me that he considered the chief function of a mathematics collection to be that of providing
mathematical recreational exercises and puzzles.

Of course such radical changes

in point of view were not common, but throughout faculty ranks there has been an
intensified disposition toward research and scholarly interest.

Further evi-

dence of this may be found in a comparison of the periodical holdings of 1928
and those of 1975.

In 1928 not only were they few, but many titles were either

the result of gifts or chosen because they were indexed in the ubiquitous
Readers' Guide ••• Undergraduate orientation was very obvious. The periodical
holdings of 1975, which I have had occasion to examine closely while editing a
list, are quite different in character, including many narrowly specialized titles
in a considerable variety of languages. Research orientation is now unmistakable.
The appointment of a Director of Libraries with obvious research interests
and sympathies definitely accelerated progress toward the development of a research library.

In no small measure this account$for the growth which statis-

tics reveal, and, as well, the acceptance of the Library as a member of the
Association of Southeastern Research Libraries.
Gifts presented to the Library during the past ten years have not only in
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themselves been of better quality, with some exceptions, but also give some
indication of the state of the Library itself.

It is often recognized that the

larger the library and the more sophisticated is users, at least in the eyes of
donors, the better the gifts. This is becoming the experience of Wake Forest,
as the books of Charles H. Babcock, J. Hunt Parker and others will suggest.
As far as the capabilities of the Library are concerned, it is generally
agreed, I believe, that by about 1960 it had become a good undergraduate library.
Since then the collection has developed to the point where master's work is adequately supported in most disciplines. Generally speaking, it may perhaps be
assumed that the resources of the Z. Smith Reynolds Library are still somewhat
thin for doctoral programs.
Along with spectacular progress, there are, of course certain problems.
For about a decade the Library has been in a somewhat anomalous position, being
definitely no longer a small college library but a research library, yet not a
large university library.

This situation is responsible for at least two effects.

The staff, for instance, is not large enough to warrant the employment of highly
specialized personnel with a variety of language skills.

Likewise, although the

Library is now a member of a computerized bibliographic network, it is still
difficult to determine when the Library really needs or might benefit from
further mechanization or computerization.
Another problem is represented by the library building iteself. Even in
the 1940's and 109501s it was not in the modern mode of that time and is plainly
more out-of-date now, with its small enclosed spaces, its permanent partitions
and its fixed stack.

The planning of the building is a sto~y by itself, told here

in only its broadest outlines. Two important procedural steps were omitted:
faculty participation in the choice of an architect and faculty and administrative definition of building needs. For most of us

the first contact with the

architect came when, at a meeting, we were presented with plans for most of the
buildings for the new campus, including the Library.

Immediately we held a
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meeting of the Library Committee to discuss new planning to provide a building
with light partitions, open spaces and free standing stack shelving.

Approaching

the archtiect, we were rebuffed by his disdain for what he called "factory11
pianning, so an appeal was made to President Kitchin.

Since he knew that he was

approaching retirement and would not move to Winston-Salem and perhaps because
he was desirous of avoiding controversy with power structures, he was unwilling
to support any resistance to the architect.

The unfortunate result was that

neither the Librarian nor the Library Committee was able to do more then persuade the architect to modify certain building details.
There is every indication that the Z. Smith Reynolds Library serves very
well the needs of the Wake Forest University of 1975.

It is supported by the

five per cent of the total educational and general budget of the College division
of the University, which has been for some time a standard of the American Library Association which many much larger institutions cannt meet. The application
of the Washington State formula has shown that it is almost completely adequate
for what the University attempts to do~ It has demonstrated research capabilities.
This glow of satisfaction should not allow it to rest on its laurels, although
it is pleasant to reflect that it has laurels.

Winston-Salem, North Carolina
May 29, 1975

In 1948 when I began working in the Wake Forest College Library,
reference,

periodicals,

and reserve books were combined at one service center.

The staff consisted of two professional
The college enrollment

Encouraged

librarians

and an adequate student staff.

immediately after World War II had mushroomed.

a student body of about twenty-five
erans.

circulation,

In

hundred, more than eleven hundred were vet-

by the G. I. bill these young men were seeking a college edu-

cation with courage and determination and without delay.,

Edward Weeks character-

ized this generation well as "old men of twenty six."
This was taking place on a campus and in an institution that had seen a
well-planned development program completely destrpyed -- buildings were unfinished
or, as in the case of the library, only architectural drawings, blue prints and
dreams were left.

The trustees, faculty, alumni, Baptists, and friends were all

seeking, often with different opinions and hopes, to direct the future of Wake
Forest.

Its location, whether to build a new campus in Winston-Salem or to expand

the historic campus in the Forest of Wake, was the point at issue.

The library

staff had lit•1e time or opportunity to become involved in these plans.
The library was open from 8:30 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. with the exception of
Saturday afternoon when the weekly exodus to Raleigh took place.

The two pro-

fessional librarians took turns at the desk except from 5:00 to 7:00 P.M., when
a carefully chosen student was left in charge.

The binding of books and periodi-

cals, interlibrary loans, training, scheduling and the payroll for student ~Fsis~ants were assigned to me.

Teaching students to use books and libraries whenever

and however it could be done was a first priority in my daily work.
The periodical subscription list numbered about five hundred.

With the aid

of an energetic young veteran, John J. Bracey, I put the current periodicals
shelves in order.

All complete volumes were sent to the bindery or stored
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temporarily in the attic; missing numbers were replaced when available.
Later another fine student assistant, G. T. A. Morris, spent three years
clearing the attic of a seventy-five year accumulation of unbound periodical
duplicates and gifts, dusting, sorting, and checking.

This was a volunteer

project that he conceived and accomplished with little supervision.

It was a

source of great satisfaction to the library staff that everything of value was
saved and nothing was left in the attic.

Tom's vision, dedication and loyalty

even now encourage me.
Dr. Gaines M. Rogers came in 1948 to organize the School of Business
Administration.

This started a crash program to buy books for that school.

cial funds were made available and additional shelving became a must.
stack level was added immediately.
area took weeks.

Spe-

A second

Well do I remember that rewiring the stack

A flashlight proved to be much more adequate than one would

imagine.

With the added space the shelves could be rearranged and new books

shelved.

A terse comment justifies the expenditure:

"You can't find space for

a sheet of paper, much less a book in this place."
On a beautiful autumn day in October of 1951 President Harry Truman moved
a shovel of dirt on Reynalda Hill.

The new campus was at least started.

The

North Carolina Baptist State Convention sold the Wake County campus to the
Southern Baptist Convention for a new seminary.
tutions used the facilities jointly.
their own book collection.

For a period of time both insti-

The seminary was small and began building

As a circulation and reference librarian I was able

to establish easy communication and rapport with the seminary faculty and student~.
Though inadequate for graduate study some service was rendered and many enduring
friendships were established.
To attempt to compare the present large and excellent reference collection
to the collection that I worked with on the Wake County campus would be foolish;
still we had there a collection that was adequate for a college of Arts and
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It was not large but had been carefully chosen and consisted of the

basic titles available at that time.
The reference

collection was shelved in a room some distance from the card

catalog, which was in the browsing room on the opposite side of the building -an arrangement

made necessary by the floor plan of the building.

venient and frustrating

This was incon-

for the staff and anyone using the collection,

but the

material was there and the research could be done.
The college schedule for May and June 1956 was arranged to give an interim
period of approximately

three weeks between commencement

on the Wake County

campus and the opening of summer school in Winston-Salem.

Arrangements

with a number of movers and trucking firms to move the faculty,
equipment.

were made

staff, and

The one exception was the book collection which under the contract

with McLean Trucking company was to be packed, loaded,
shelved under the supervision

of the library staff.

unloaded,

unpacked,

and

In fact a van was parked at

the door of Hicks Library and then when ready it was driven to the door of the
Smith Reynolds Library.
In library school I had written a paper and given a report on Moving

Library.

a

Thus I did not anticipate the move as being a traumatic experience.

Mr. West had written detailed instructions, made countless drawings and charts,
tamped his pipe and revised them as changes in the location of books and even
personnel became nedessary.
Student help for a project of this scope had its limitationi.

Charles Cherry

was graduated with honors and given a Kiwanis scholarship for a year of study and
travel in Europe.

The next day he asked if he could help move the library.

Stalwart and strong physically, mentally keen and alert and with a natural enthusiasm, he was soon a veritable sergeant major.

He kept the morale of my corps

high and the packing at an accelerating temp(b.

l

8

West was concerned because of

the slow start and on the second day he came to Winston-Salem with some fear and
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trepidation, I am sure.
mishap.

We finished two days ahead of schedule with only one

The cartons of books were not distributed correctly in relationship to

axles of one van, which resulted in overweight and extra charges on that particular load.

One half of the books had been packed, leaving an abundance of space to

work and thus solving the initial problem.
took over to finish the job.
to the beach.

Mrs. Howe with a fresh corp of boys

My boys collected their hard-earned money and went

I turned to moving and getting settled in a new apartment.

Dale Gramley spoke the official welco~

Dr.

en he said, "Take off your shoes, pull up

a chair and rest."
In the new building departmentalization was the order of the day.
was spread thin.

The staff

Additions were made as funds were available and qualified

personnel could be found.
U.

s.

Government Documents and the United Nations Documents were shelved in

the reference room.

The Baptist, the North Carolina, Wake Forest, and the

Carnegie Picture Collection were shelved on the fifth level so that they would be
easily accessible for research.

The Microfilm and one recordak reader were set up

in a darkened corner of the second level.
Immediately·reference questions came.

The first was from Mr. Charles H.

Babcock, who was collecting rare books and needed biographical information on a
number of mediaeval authors.

Next a librarian in Kansas wrote to ask if we could

supply an elusive bit of Baptist Hi~tory, which, fortunately, was found and sent
with little delay.
Enrollment in the Graduate School which had been resumed was carefully planned
and kept small while the much needed books in each discipline were being added!
Even so the iihpact on the reference department was sufficient to necessitate many
changes and constantly challenge the staff to locate every bit of available materi~l.
Interlibrary loans became a vital part of the reference service.

The University of

North Carolina and Duke University appreciated the restraints we placed on inter-
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library loans and cooperated in a gracious manner.
During the summer of 1960 Miss Huggins decided to change from assistant
Reference Librarian to Documents Librarian and organize the Documents Department.
On February 1, 1961, Mr. and lvf:r-$. James M. Nicholson returned to the sta~J Mr.
Nicholson as Director of the Wake Forest Collection and Mrs. Nicholson to the
Catalog Department.
By 196J1the college had become a university in all but name; therefore, the
Trustees changed the name to Wake Forest University.

This was a wholesome and

normal development in keeping with the growth of the institution in all vital
areas.

The curriculum had been expanded, endowment greatly increased and the

academic standards raised, with a faculty diversified and prepared to continue
improvement in all of

these areas.

The library holdings had tripled and the library had received a large endowment which assured financial security.

In recent years the reference service has

been strengthened and expanded by the great contribution of Mrs. Patricia Giles.
In 1964 Dr. Merrill G. Berthrong became Director of .1h~aries.

He soon put

together a staff to change the classification system from the Dewey Decimal to the
Library of Congress.

Change, growth, improvement, expansion are everywhere evident

in the library, and have helped to make Wake Forest the prestigious institution
that it is today.

